Abstract-Mobile robots offer a wide range of applications in educational and research fields. Sensing, planning, control, reasoning, and learning are human-like capabilities that can be artificially replicated in a computer-based robotic system as software applications. The development of software for mobile robot application is a complex task due to the fact that the wide range of robots are composed of heterogeneous hardware components which need different device software drivers and different low-level communication protocols. This paper presents a Client/Server Message Oriented Middle for Mobile Robots which separates the user application from the hardware and low-level implementation. The middleware has been already ported to two different robotic platforms. As a case study, a path planning and self-localization algorithms have been implemented and applied successfully.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots offer a wide range of applications in educational and research fields. The first has been validated in AI [12] , [18] , Programming Languages [8] and Image Processing [16] . The second can be exemplified by some complex issues such as real-time face detection [9] , robot navigation [7] , [16] and selflocalization [21] .
As [2] states, sensing, planning, controlling, reasoning and learning are human-like capabilities that can be artificially replicated in a computer-based robotic system as software applications, that implement data structures and algorithms devised on a large spectrum of theories, from probability theory, mechanics, and control theory to ethology, economy, and cognitive sciences.
The development of software applications for mobile robots is a complex task due to the fact that the wide range of robots are composed of heterogeneous hardware components that need different device software drivers and different low-level communication protocols. As a result, the development of reusable and portable software is definitely not a trivial task, this means that when a change of platform is needed for the same application, it will have to be almost completely rewritten and great effort is spent to the installation and configuration of such new device software drivers.
In order to face these problems, we propose a Client/Server Message Oriented Middleware(MOM) which separates the user application from the hardware and low-level protocols, creating a less hardwaredependent application. Using the MOM, the application programmer just need to be aware of the high level protocol which is a human-like language and can be almost the same for most platforms. The translation to the low-level protocol is made by the server side where also relies all the device software drivers and its configurations. The middleware has already been ported to two different robotic platforms: the Lego Mindstorm NXT [9] and a low-cost robotic platform developed at Federal University of Sergipe (RPFUS) [3] . As a case study, self-localization and path planning algorithms have been implemented for both platforms and applied successfully.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some related works to middleware for robotics are presented in section 2. In section 3, the Client/Server MOM is detailed. Experiments performed with both platforms are described in section 4. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
Several researchers and research groups are working on middleware solutions for robotics. In this section we point out some highly related initiatives.
Miro [22] is an object-oriented middleware for robots developed by University of Ulm, Germany. The main motivation of using object-oriented middleware is to improve the software development process for mobile robots and enable the interaction between robots and enterprise information. Miro allows inter-process and cross-platform interoperability for distributed robot control.
Orca [1] is a middleware framework for developing component-based robotics. The main goal of Orca is to enable software reuse in robotics. Orca enables the implementation of a distributed component-based robotic system by allowing the user himself to define interfaces and communication mechanisms.
The goal of RT-Middleware [13] is to build robots and their functional parts in a modular structure at the software level and to simplify the process of building robots by simply combining selected modules. These goals are to allow system designers or integrators to build customized robots for a variety of applications in cost and efficient manners. Another important goal is to make robots more intelligent by distributing their necessary resources over a network. RT-Middleware provides the necessary services to enable implementing robotic applications that need these types of distributed applications.
ASEBA [15] is an event-based middleware, messages are only transmitted when a relevant event occurs, that supports distributed control and efficient resource utilization of multiprocessor robots. This middleware is designed for robots with several processors that communicate through a shard bus.
Player/Stage system [11] is a middleware platform that provides infrastructure, software drivers and some algorithms for mobile robotic applications. Player serves as an interface to many different robotic devices and provides drivers for many hardware modules. Some of the main features of this middleware are transport protocol-independence and modularity.
A good overview of some other middleware proposals for robotic applications can be seen at [13] .
III. THE CLIENT/SERVER MESSAGE ORIENTED MIDDLEWARE
A Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) is a category of middleware which provides a layer between the high level applications and the (robotic) platforms where they actually run. The MOM replaces the direct communication between the involved parts by message exchanging system.
The main goal of Client/Server MOM for mobile robots is to provide easy software reusability and avoid the configurability of device software drivers and lowlevel protocols. In order to achieve this task, the Client/Server MOM is structured in a distributed view (Fig. 1) .
Client/Server communication takes place on TCP Socket I/O channels. On the server side, abstract operations are defined, which allows specific implementations for different robotic platforms (Fig. 2) .
The interaction occurs as Fig. 3 illustrates. First, the application requires the connection get started. Next, the MOM client side creates the connection with the server side. As soon as the connection is established, the application starts sending high level messages in humanlike language through the MOM client side interface. "ROTATE 90" and "MOVE 20", for instance, could concern instructions for making the robot turn 90º to the right and moving itself straight ahead 20 centimeters, respectively. The client side receives the message and pushes it over the network toward the server side. All the client messages are blocking messages in order to synchronize both sides of MOM. The server side receives the high level command and uses its translation function to translate the high level command into a low-level platform command or into another intermediate command that can be, in turn, sent to another server, in order to perform last low level translation.
All these command translations are transparent to the application programmer, who just needs to be aware of the high level protocol which, in turn, is shared to the whole set of robotic platforms. Device software drivers installation and configuration are performed on the server side, hiding it from the application programmer. This transparency aims to reduce application development costs and take the programmer focused only in his main task. Indeed, both server side and translation are platform dependent because the software drivers are usually different from one robotic platform to another. The client side is platform independent except for some minor modifications that may be required in the high level protocol. As a consequence, the application can be thoroughly ported from one robotic platform to another.
It is noteworthy that the provided interfaces and the high level protocol are both programming languageindependent.
IV. CASE STUDY: PATH PLANNING AND LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS
As a case study of the Client/Server MOM we have made a series experiments. In the experiments the robotic platform is put in one place at a previous known environment and has the task to go to another determined place within it without run into any obstacle. In order to achieve this main task two high level tasks in robotics, path planning, to plan the path to the initial place to the destiny place, and self-localization, to keep track of its position while executing the path, were performed by two different platforms, the Lego Mindstorm NXT and a robotic platform developed at Federal University of Sergipe (RPFUS). The programming language used in the implementation was Java.
A. Use of Client/Server MOM
The robotic platforms high level protocols and its respective functionalities can be seen in Table I . , the Xs indicate that the respective message belongs to the respective robotic platform protocol.
In the "RANGEPOSITION" message it's important to notice that if A is equal to 90 the sensor will be pointing to the place in front of the robot Similarly, when A is equal to 180 and 0, the sensor will be pointing to places exactly at right and left of the robot, respectively.
All the messages receive a response from the server in order to know that everything has gone well on the server side.
The "READULTRASONIC" and "READINFRARED" responses are their readings of the sensor. Request a read to the infrared sensor attached to the robot.
X "RANGEPOSITION A" Uses a servomotor to make a sensor point at Aº.
X
While the high-level protocol was known, information about device software drivers installation and configuration as well as the low-level protocol of each robotic platform were completely hidden from the application programmer. 
B. Motion and Sensor Framework
Using the Client/Server MOM structure, a motion and sensor framework was implemented in order to encapsulate the high level protocol. The diagram of Fig. 4 illustrates how the framework relates to Client/Server MOM.
A Pilot instance encapsulates sendMessage calls of a established connection and implements high level protocols (Fig. 5) . Each type of sensor implements its own read method, encapsulating the high level protocol message, with string readings.
Sensors that measure distances, like ultrasonic and infrared ones, must also implement the getDistance method of DistanceSensor interface and convert string readings in the appropriated data type. In order to allow the use of other kind of sensors, the framework can be easily extended with the provision of other similar interfaces.
The MobileRobot class encapsulates the Pilot's class methods and is in charge of openning and closing the connection with the. A mobile robot may have zero or more sensors, indeed.
It is important to notice that although the framework is dispensable to the programming of robots, it greatly facilitates the job.
The framework also shows how powerful the middleware is due to the fact that the Pilot class just uses the high level protocol messages related to the robot motion and this class remains exactly the same for all robotic platforms.
C. Robotic platforms
The Lego Mindstorms NXT robotics kit is composed of light, sound, touch and ultrasonic sensors. The programmable brick control all these sensors and three servomotors. A brief description of the brick's most important properties is: 32-bit ARM7 microcontroller, Communications: Bluetooth class II V2.0, USB Port 256 Kbytes FLASH/64 Kbytes RAM, Wireless (12Mbit/s) and 6 AA batteries or Rechargeable Lithium battery.
In the case study NXT has been mounted as a mobile robot, moving around through two servomotors attached to rubber wheels. The ultrasonic sensor had been also attached to the robot. The ultrasonic sensor, which belongs to NXT set, consists of a transmitter that sends 40KHz sound signals, and a microphone that receives the sound back. The sensor has a range of 0cm to 255cm with an accuracy of +/-3cm. Robot behavior configuration is done through firmware LeJOS NXJ, a tiny Java operating system which implements advanced control algorithms programming interface(API). The version used in this work is LeJOS NXJ 0.85, which runs Java applications uploaded to the robot. The RPFUS is a low cost platform that uses off-the-shelf components and it's easy to use. The communications between PC and RPFUS are over a wireless data. The system is composed by a base communication board connected to PC in USB port and a robot controller board. Radio modules with ZigBee [23] technology are used to implement the wireless link. Base and controller board have a microcontroller with a firmware that provides all functionalities of the system.
The RPFUS eletronic circuit is based in a microcontroller PIC18F2550 a RISC 12 MIPS chip with transceiver for full speed USB 2.0, peripherals like analog to digital converter, pulse with modulation (PWM) module, pins for digital input/output and USART (serial communication). private Connection conn; 3:
public Pilot(Connection conn){ 4:
this.conn = conn; } 5:
public void forward(){ 6:
conn.sendMessage("FORWARD"); } 7:
public void backward(){ 8:
conn.sendMessage("BACKWARD"); } 9:
public void stop(){ 10:
conn.sendMessage("STOP"); } 11:
public void rotate(double angle){ 12:
conn.sendMessage("ROTATE "+angle); } 13:
public void travel(double distance){ 14:
conn.sendMessage("MOVE "+distance); } 15: } Figure 5 -Pilot class definition
The firmware implements the USB stack that enumerated the device with a CDC (communications device class). The PC computer host sees base communication board as a virtual serial port. This way any programming tool with resources to access hardware serial port can be used to connect to base communication board, send and receive commands to ERB. Messages received from host are converted to serial and sent to ZigBee module, messages received from ERB via ZigBee are converted to USB. The controller board has functionalities to control actuators(servomotors), sensors(using analog inputs), decode commands and manage communication with base board.
RPFUS has been mounted as a mobile robot, that uses a differential assembly steering system with two servomotors attached to rubber wheels. A distance sensor based on infrared light(infrared sensor) had been also attached to a third servomotor. The third servomotor function is to make the infrared sensor point in a specific direction in order to decrease the noise that would be created if the entire platform had to turn to take the sensor reading in a specific direction and then try to get back to position, which is what the Lego actually does.
Using the framework, the read and getDistance implementations of the Lego's ultrasonic sensor and RPFUS infrared sensor are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively.
The method which is implemented in order to encapsulate the message to move the servomotor which directs the infrared sensor is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
As we can see, the only difference between them is limited to the protocol messages.
D. Environment description
The environment map is illustrated in figure 9 . We have chosen a grid as its computational representation [5] . The graph vertex and edge sets are build as follows. First, the environment is approximated by a grid of equal sized cells. There are two categories of cells: occupied cells and free cells. Each free cell is represented by a vertex in the graph. Next, a neighborhood style for the cells is chosen and thus each cell's vertex have an edge to each of his free cell neighbors.
A cell size of 20 cm and the Von Neumann neighborhood style have been chosen (Fig. 10) . The environment approximated by a grid and the graph structure are illustrated in Fig. 12 .
E. Path planning algorithm
Path planning is achieved by breadth-first search algorithm [4] .
Given a graph G = (V, E), where V is its vertex set and E its edge set, and a distinguished source vertex s, breadth-first search systematically explores the edges of G to "discover" every vertex that is reachable from s until it finds the end vertex f [4] . The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 13 . The algorithm always finds the shortest path, in number of edges, from s to f if it exists and runs in O(|E|). Using the parent structure is easy to rebuild the path until the source s by executing the algorithm illustrated in Fig.  13 using f as parameter. The path is the inverted order of vertex in queue L.
F. Self-localization Algorithm
The localization problem can be probabilistic modeled as a Bayes Filter [19] . Mathematically, what we are trying to predict is the position at time k.
(1) Figure 9 -Environment map. where and and means, respectively, the measurements and the position at time k. This probability density function can be calculated recursively in two phases by the measurements, , and actions, , over the time. The first phase is the prediction phase where the action made by the robot is taken into account, because of that its phase is also known as motion model, and derives (1) into (2) The second phase is called update phase where the measurements are taken into account deriving (2) into (3). This phase is also known as measurement model.
Using as a normalization factor we obtain (4) From now on we just need to define a P(x0). For the Bayes Filter implementation we have implemented the Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) algorithm [20] . This algorithm discretizes the probability function in a set containing M particles, , and each these has a importance weight. Let the importance weight of the i-th particle at time t be we have (5) At the beginning of the algorithm all particles are at the correct start position. At the same time their importance weights are , that defines . The particles move according to the motion model and their weights are updated according to the measurement model. At the end of the update phase, a key process called importance resample is performed in order to select the most probable particles to represent the robots pose. The Monte Carlo Localization algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 14 [19] .
The performance and computational burdenare directly affected by the number of particles used to represent the probability function. In the case study we have used 1500 particles.
G. Correction module
A correction module has been implemented in order to correct robot's position each time the localization algorithm realizes it differs from previously determined by path planning with a threshold tolerance.
The correction relies on vector properties. Let and be the actual and correct position of the robot respectively. Furthermore let be the current robot's orientation. First two vectors and are created as illustrated in Fig.  15 . In order to do the correction we need to know the angle between the vectors A and B. The dot product between A and B asserts (6) and (9) . Using (6), (7) and (8) we can evaluate (9) obtaining (10). As soon as we know the correction move made by the robot is to turn and move ||B|| cm straight forward to get into the correct position.
H. Experiment results
The experiment was run 10 times for each robotic platform and each robotic platform failed in one out of ten times. Both robots presented similar execution for path planning over 10 runs. Some of these executions are illustrated in Fig. 16 . Variance is slightly higher for the RPFUS. Fig. 17 illustrates two screenshots of MCL execution. Blue dots represent the particles spread out whereas red lines concern infrared or sonar directions. Client/Server MOM is in order to provide software reusability since almost no rewriting of code was done neither to the path planning algorithm nor to the selflocalization one.
Minor modifications were necessary in Sensor class and takeReadings() method to support self-localization algorithm. The reason for this is that there is no servo motor able to direct the ultrasonic sensor in the Lego platform. As a consequence, the entire robot should move itself to accomplish such task. Fig. 18 highlights an excerpt of the implementation differences concerning the takeReading method for both robotic platform.
It is important to notice the another feature of the use of the proposed Client/Server MOM. The application programmer didn't have to be aware about the Bluetooth stack configuration, the ZigBee configuration and software drivers installation, how was made the communication between Lego and Lejos and its API installations, what programming language was used on the server side and installation and configuration of other software device drivers that are specific to each robotic platform. This transparency to the application programmer decreases the time required in order to develop the software application as far as software reusability does. Figures 19 and 20 show the instances of Fig. 1 for the RPFUS and Lego, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a Client/Server Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) for mobile robots in order to improve software reusability in the field of mobile The Client/Server MOM abstracts the low-level protocols robots and to reduce the cost and time spent in developing these kind of applications. The Client/Server MOM abstracts the low-level protocols used used to control the robotic platforms into high level API that is more understandable by application programmers. Therefore it also hides the necessity of installing and configuring the device software drivers which is all made by his server side that became transparent to the application programmer. The approach showed to be very powerful in these aspects.
A case study with a application which implemented two high level tasks in robotics, localization and path planning, was made using two different robotic platforms. The application was ported from one platform to another without great modifications and with showing that the use of the Client/Server MOM really improves mobile robots software reusability and development cost.
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